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Two planned sets as
follows:

ZOM'S INNER SANCTUARY,

Signs of technological advancement adorn the walls of a
cave. Boulders show strings of binary codes, and in addition
to some electric lights showing on a far wall. Zom's Lamp,
rests 1/3 off stage left of center stage on a pedestal. 

THE CAVE PROPER

On the opposite side of props different, more natural rock
faces show. Old timey cave art adorn the far wall, cobwebs
and potentially some portable artificial lights. 

(characters)

ROWLING
Any aged man, self important and
imperious. Think archeologist
scrooge mc'duck who's lost some of
the zest for adventure compared to
his luxeries. 

STANLY
Impressionable, passionate, and
quick to action, Stanly is
Rowling's old friend and
conscience. Though well-to-do, he's
mere upper-middle class next to
Rowling. As easily befuddled as
Rowling, Stanly is the more
impuslsive of the two.

ZOM
Zom is a disembodied voice echoing
from a lamp, he comes from the 1st
Timeline, after The Cave was
visited. Zom projects grandiosity
and command up front, but cracks
start showing as it turns out he's
been going stir crazy for the
better part of a milenia. 

YLNATS
An older man with a determined
mannor. Perpetually lets on less
than he knows, but stays aloof more
often than not. In truth YLNATS is
Stanly from the 1st Timeline who,
unlike ZOM, opted to be frozen
instead of made into an immortal
appliance. 
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PRELUDE

(YLNATS Enters from stage right,
goes to the Lamp of Zom and lights
it, then kneels before speaking)

YLNATS

O Zom. I bring news from the upper
layers, I have been in contact with
a couple of influential atemporals
who've showed interest in the
chronomic anomaly.

ZOM
From when do they come?

YLNATS
The 21st Century, O Zom.

ZOM
Be Specific now! The early 21st?

STANLY
Yes my lord. Early 21st, before
the... events.
Additionally, the fact that the man 
I talked to was named "Stanly"
suggests his associate may be your
"Person of interest."

ZOM
And what it is they think brings
them here?

YLNATS
I offered them the chance to 'break
new ground' and be the first
recognized academics to find such
an anomaly as the cave provides.

ZOM
Did you charge them?

YLNATS
Of course. 250,000 dollars.

ZOM
You could've gotten more.

YLNATS
But Zom, 

ZOM
Higher cost means greater sunk cost
fallacy! If this is when I think it

(MORE)
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ZOM (cont'd)
is than he may turn down mere
novelty if for the sheer mundanity
of such a price!

YLNATS
I see 

ZOM
Now be about your business! My
reach is weak in the upper layers,
but we mustn'y let him stray.

YLNATS
Indeed. See you in good time then,
old friend.

At that, the scene apparently ends, props being shifted
around to the Cave Proper setting. A few seconds into this a
cell phone goes off in the audience. Rowling, who's phone
rang stands up, putting a hand insure that others be polite

TRANSITION TO SET
FORMATION #2 'CAVE
PROPER' DURING THIS
PHONE CONVERSATION

ROWLING
(giving a thumbs up and
wink to the rest of the
audience for being such
sports)

What is it Stanly, this is a bad
time to talk.

STANLY
(through phone)

Rowling! Where are you? You said
you'd be here on time!

ROWLING
I thought that was next week? I'm
watching a play right now.

STANLY
The anomalous Cave system
exploration Rowling! Remember?

ROWLING
Oh yeah that! Well, I guess I
double booked.

STANLY
Well get over here then, if we
don't go now the university's going
to have its grubby little hands all
over this find!
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ROWLING
Alright sure... Well, sorry
everyone, sorry! 

Rowling makes as if to make a voice call. As he makes his
way to the door downstage right he makes a phone call.

ROWLING
"Johnson, Have Eugene's Limo & Bar
service meet me out back will ya?

Rowling exits.

ACT I

THE DECENT

ZOM (NARRATING) 
Some Amount of Time After That!

YLNATS
(now in disguise
mustache, while
approaching stage)

Yes Gentlemen, and now we will
begin to see the first true signs
of the most recent lost ancient
signs of civilization in the world

Enter stage right (disguised)  Ylnats, STANLY and ROWLING 

STANLY
Ooouh, aah, Rowling, would you look
at that Pillar? It's old Greek but

YLNATS
(cutting in)

Yes, yet at this layer the carbon
dating of the whole cavern is a
mere 980 years old.

ROWLING
Fascenating.

NARRATOR:
But Rowling wasn't fascenated.

STANLY
And then the deeper we go down from
here the earlier the carbon!

ROWLING
(checking his phone for
signal)

Really, it's just amazing.
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YLNATS
(sensing/distracting from
the tension)

And over here as you can see we
have -

ROWLING
Um, Excuse me, um, what's the name?

YLNATS
It's Ylnats.

They both look wide eyed at Ylnats for a moment

YLNATS
It's a very modern name.

ROWLING
Well that's quaint. Mr. Nats, How
long are we going to be down here
again?

STANLY
Rowling!

ROWLING
Oh come on, It's been two hours of
incredibly normal caves, and the
phrase the concept of 'recent'
ancient artifacts really quite
triggers me.

YLNATS
At this point in the tour sir, we
have an hour yet to decend to
examine a time long forgotten!

ROWLING
Yeah, recently long forgotten I
imagine too. So an hour more?

YLNATS
And naturally the ascent back up
from the bottom will take three
hours.  Now, if you'll just follow
me...

YLNATS turns distractedly to resume touring stage left,
ROWLING, not following, holds STANLY back and puts a finger
to his lips to shush him.

YLNATS
In fact, just up here the obolisk
you're seeing is an almost
impressive 30 tonnes and was carved
off 2,000 miles from here with
bronze tooth saws before it was
transported by camel across
sahara...
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ROWLING watches as YLNATS speaks and leaves, once he's gone
stanly speaks in a loud whisper

STANLY
What's gotten into you Rowling?!
We've come all this way and now
you're getting cold feet?

ROWLING
There's something off about this
dig, you say this guy's kept the
carbon dating anomaly secret til'
he apprached you? 

STANLY
Yeah, said he was keeping things on
the downlo  out for someone who had
could buy the rights to the dig.
Says it'll change the way we see
history. Trustworthy seeming fellow
I tell ya, there's just something
about him.  What's really bothering
you Rowling? It's not like you
worry about strangers who lead you
deep underground in the middle of
nowhere. 

ROWLING
Owh, you know me well Stanly. It's
amazing how good even kidnappers
treat you when they're looking to
have you pay their bills.

Yeah. Well, alright, my daughter,
you know, the lazy, bleeding heart
one? She keeps telling me I'm part
of the problem

STANLY
The problem ?

ROWLING
Owh, you know that little climite
activist delinquent  she's always
posting about? What her name...
Grendel?

STANLY
You mean Gretta? Gretta Thurberg?

ROWLING
Yea, sure, anyways. Lisa says she
hates having a dad that's a
"climite denying 1%er who'd only
care about animals if they had an
organized military to defend their
assets" 
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STANLY
Well I mean surely that's not a
charitable assertion.

ROWLING
Right?! I mean come now, I don't
deny the climite is changing, I
just say if it is then that's the
way it's supposed to be. And
whatever we do can't change it.

STANLY
But

ROWLING
Owwh don't you start with the buts
too Stanly!

STANLY
Perhaps it'd be easier for you if
you could at least indulge her.

ROWLING
I indulge her all the time! Do you
remember the 2-story birthday cake
I got for her eleventh?

STANLY
You do remember she was livid with
you over it too.

ROWLING
Yea! I know! And that thing was 20
thouand dollars!  Ungreatful
little-

STANLY
I'm just saying if you had put half
of that in that Turtle Cleanup
Project she wanted to help fund
maybe she'd have let you off the
hook for only a 1 story cake.

ROWLING
Now you're sounding like her
mother! There's no time for
Turtles!

ZOM (NARRATING) 
They went on like that for another
five minutes. It was miserable.

ROWLING
Come hell or high water as long as
the govornment doesn't steal what I
worked for, and what my family
worked for, I can move out of

(MORE)
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ROWLING (cont'd)
"hell", and will have my boats
oiled and ready for the high water!

YLNATS
(Starts line shouting
from offstage)

There you two are! Oh I was, oh, is
Something wrong?

ROWLING
Well.  If that's how you feel about
it. I don't think I feel like
continuing this expedition right
now. I'm entirely too troubled

YLNATS
No! Oh! You mustn't! The very
interesting parts are just ahead I
assure you!

STANLY
Need him for what?

YLNATS
(visably shaken)

Err. You see

Rowlings Cellphone begins to ring, Stanly and Ylnats looking
shocked while Rowling turns immediately chipper to have a
distraction

ROWLING
Finally! Reception! -
Hello, I'm Still Rowling!

ZOM
Greetings Negligent Mortal and
Welcome to the Domain of the Great
and Powerful ZOM. There is no
turning ba-

Click as Rowling hangs up.

 YLNATS
Oof.

ROWLING
Nope. You know what?  That's it.
I've had enough and a half, and I'm
not half as curious as I once was.

STANLY
Surely we can't give up on the site
just yet? There's just started to
be promise?
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YLNATS
(sputtering)

ROWLING
Oh no, Stanly, I said not half but
I'm a third curious, you go on down
there with Mr. Nats and finish
taking some samples and pictures.

STANLY
Rowling you've got half the
supplies!

ROWLING
Oh right, here.

Rowling hands Stanly his heavy bag.

ROWLING

Well! See you in a few hours. I'll
go ahead and call up a ride.
Siri, dial Old Greg's Limosine and
Bar Service.

Rowling exits stage right fighting with an
Error-Out-of-Service message.

STANLY
I guess it's just you and me for
now. Lets go, you said something
about camels ahead?

YLNATS
No no no, you don't understand, we
need him, uh, Rowling to decend
more. Oh, thank goodness, here he
comes.

Enter ROWLING, upstage right, looking confused. Torn between
wanting to speek and not wanting to awknowledge having
apparently gone the wrong way.

ROWLING
Forgot something

STANLY
Oh really?

ROWLING
Yes... My lighter.

Rowling goes to and reaches down behind a rock, using slight
of hand that would only work if you weren't the audience to
make it seem as if his lighter wasn't in his coat pocket.
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ROWLING
(shows off the lighter)

See?

STANLY
Fascenating. Well, See you later.

YLNATS
Or you could come with us!

ROWLING
No thanks!

STANLY
Give it to me straight, uh, what's
your name? Who is this Zom person
you're working for?

Rowling meanwhile is awkwardly trying not to seem interested
while slowly shuffling as if to leave.

STANLY
Go on Rowling. Nothing to see here.

ROWLING
I was. Just. Be sure to tell me all
about it when you're done.

STANLY
Will do that.

Rowling backs out stage right  quietly for a beat

YLNATS
Stanly. ZOM is a long story.
Rowling, however... He hasn't much
time.

STANLY
What do you mean by that?

YLNATS
You see how he's coming around
again?

Rowling enters again upstage right. Wide eyed and
embarassed.

STANLY
(looks at Rowling )

Yes. 
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ROWLING
(clearing his throat and
speaking stiffly as if
he didn't intend to say
this at all)

I, uh, forgot to tell you, uh,
There's a play I've been meaning to
to see next weekend. And I wanted
to invite you.

STANLY
Sure you did Rowling.

Stanly turnsing back to Ylnat while Rowling leaves again
Ylnats impatiently continues

YLNATS
In a matter of minutes the loop
will be broken and Rowling really
will leave.

STANLY
And that's a bad thing?

YLNATS
The worst. There's no time to
explain here. Follow me down
further and I can explain
everything.

STANLY
In the time it takes for him to
stop looking like an idiot

ROWLING
(from offstage)

I can hear you!

YLNATS
We'll have hours if we proceed just
a little ways lower.

STANLY
(shouting stage right)

ROWLING YOU HEARD THAT IT'D BE
EASIER IF YOU'D JUST COME ALONG.

ROWLING
(from offstage)

NOT ON YOUR LIFE!

STANLY
Alright then, lets talk.

Stanly and Ylnats exit stage left.

Enter Rowling stage right. He plods around the stage
wringing his hands, nervous, frightened, and trying to calm
himself.
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ROWLING
Heheh.
I guess this is probably a prank.
Awwh. It's my birthday this month,
I bet Stanly's put some people up
to this... I bet, around that
corner is the most remote,
archeological surprise party
anyone's had in a thousand years.
Heheheh, funny guys, you almost got
me! 

Rowling gets up, crosses to stage left, and, smiling, takes
one step offstage before immediately stepping back, smile
completely dropped.

Enter Stanly, armed, looking discheveled, and aiming a
futuristic gun at Rowling. 

STANLY
Rowling. I know how this looks.

ROWLING
It looks a bit like a toy gun.

STANLY
(Aims upstage and fires
at the projection,
projection-effects
'shake/blast damage' )

ROWLING
Point taken. 

STANLY
I didn't think you really meant it.

ROWLING
Meant what?

STANLY
That "hell and high water" comment

ROWLING
What?

STANLY
I've seen where you end up. How it
all ends up. 

ROWLING
I-

STANLY
No more outta you. Sorry Rowling.
This is for your own good. 
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Stanly Rougly hauls Rowling around and presses him stage at
gunpoint stage left while Rowling tries to tenatively
protest.

CAST COME OUT TO ALTER SET, MOVE DECORATIONS, MOVE AND TURN
BOULDERS TO 'ALTERNATE SIDES', TURN THE COLUMN TO 'PAINTED
SIDE' AND PLACE ZOM'S LAMP. PROJECTOR SHIFTS TO ZOM'S ROOM
BACKDROP. YLNAST STANDING BEHIND THE LAMP OF ZOM.

While this goes on, Rowling and Stanly cross from left
Note

to right in front of stage. Stanly Rowling at gunpoint
while Stanly tells him how to handle this. They enter
the hallway door down/stage right and prepare to enter
stage right as normal. The following lines are for
their movement.

STANLY
 I know this is allot for you to
handle, do you still have that
lighter? 

ROWLING
I thought no more outta me-"Ow"
Yeah I got it.

STANLY
It's been a few years, you'll
probably need to relight the lamp.

ROWLING
Years? What are you talking about?

STANLY
Zom. He can only speak through it
when it's lit. Now you'll do just
exactly as I say.

Exiting to hallway

ROWLING
Nice door for a cave.

STANLY
Shut it and listen.

Exit to behind the stage.

Enter Rowling, stage right, he approaches and proceeds to
light the Lamp of Zom. Stanly lingers at edge of stage
right, armed.

As Zom speaks, the lamp's intensity brightens.

Rowling speaks somewhat dryly, as if being made to say this
gave was miserable.
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ROWLING
O Zom

ZOM
I am Zom the Great! You shall not
take such a moderate tone with me!

ROWLING
Oh great Zom. I ask that you 

ZOM
Ask with Humility! O Mortal!

ROWLING
(sighs)

Oh Great Zom. I, Humbly, ask that
you announce to me your knowledge

ZOM
I, the Great Zom only offer Great
knowledge. You may ask for petty
knowledge elsewhere!

ROWLING
Oh Great Zom.  I Humbly ask for you
to announce to me your Great
Knowledge.

ZOM
And who is it that asks The Great
Zom?

ROWLING
I was told you'd know who was
coming?

ZOM
I, uh.

YLNATS
It's been a long time, you see,
hold on.

Ylnats whispers to the lamp in confidence.

ROWLING
(turns toward Stanly)

This can't be right can it?

STANLY
Just. Listen. to the senile lamp
over there.

ZOM
ROWLING!

ROWLING
Yes, great Zo-
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ZOM
Drop the pretense! It is me!
Finally! A chance for me to do it
all right again!

ROWLING
What are you-

ZOM
You!

ROWLING
Me?

ZOM
Yes!

ROWLING
You-

ZOM
Exactly!

ROWLING
(turns to Stanly)

I'm not getting any of this.

STANLY
Listen... to the Lamp.

ZOM
It's been a thousand years but I
know myself, I mean you anywhere.

ROWLING
You just asked who I was, and how
are you confusing you, whatever you
are with me? Are you sane?

ZOM
Are you?

ROWLING
Stanly, why are you siding with
this grandiose idiot over your
greatest friend?

STANLY
Exactly.

ROWLING
What?

ZOM
I've been here before. But last
time -I- wasn't here.

ROWLING
This is the least sensible thing-
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YLNATS & STANLY IN UNISON
Quiet!

ZOM
I too neglected my daughter. And
like you I visited this cave. But
unlike you I finished my survay
unguided by the Great, uh, me.

ROWLING
Hold up.

ZOM
Silence! I found that the deeper in
this cave the stranger time flowed.
And when I returned to the surface
years had gone by. My investments
had grown, but so had the world's
problems. I had to insure my own
survival, you see. And eventiually
when I decided to return, here to
hide from a world I had abandoned
without attempting to fix.

ROWLING
I can't even

ZOM
But you must! And you must quickly!
If you return to the surface and
take immediate action there might
still be time for you not to become
like me!

ROWLING
A lamp?

ZOM
... Post-humanism is a bit stranger
than I had first thought.

ROWLING
Then why the Zom act?

ZOM
I decided at year 499 of this...
Ambiently lit purgatory that I was
no longer the mere great man
Rowling Tufts Montihue, and that I
had ascended!

STANLY
Tufts?

ROWLING
I don't use my middle name.

STANLY
Yet.
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ROWLING
(turning to Ylnats)

But then  what about you? 

YLNATS
While Rowling really wanted to get
the most of his, uh, situation. I
decided my preferred method was to
situate myself in a pocket of
slower time.

ZOM
 Enough! This is my moment! And
there is prescious little time! I
was a Fool when I was you Rowling!
I have looked out over a desolate
world for ages

ROWLING
Woah, calm down there, things are
fine right now, there's no need to

ZOM
You Will Be Silent! Even as I
survived the worst of it,
developing a shelter out of these
chronologically shattered caves in
the hopes of outlasting the damage. 
So far it has been of no use.

Sound effect of some windy hum begins to swell in the cave.

ZOM
 Oh, no! The Time Tides closing in
again!

ROWLING
The time what?

ZOM
You must leave my chamber before
they get here or you'll be stuck
here, in the year 2940. You must
succeed where I failed! Fund the
Turtle Cleanup Project. Divest from
the worst companies! You must go
now! Don't let it catch you up for
years like I did!

ROWLING
Wait! Just a minute more! There's
so much I

STANLY
Rowling lets go!

Stanly grabs onto Rowling and begins to heave him back,
Rowling struggles forward toward Zom's Lamp before beign
pulled back.
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ROWLING
Wait! What renewables should I
invest in? What's even wrong with
the turtles?! w-What are the next
lottery numbers!!!

They exit, and just afterwards the Time Tides effect
crechendos. Drawing into quiet soon after.

YLNATS
... Well. So much for our contact
to the 21st century for now at
least.

ZOM
Well Stanly. I sure hope they can
figure it out.

YLNATS
Yeah. I like their timeline better.
Did you see how handsome I was? 
The way I stood up to you when I
figured out what the alternative
was?

ZOM
Don't get any ideas.

YLNATS
Well at least it snapped you out of
your god-complex for awhile.

ZOM
In this form I have seen more of
time than any mort-

YLNATS
Would you like me to describe to
you what the surface readout says
now that we're back in the present?

ZOM
Oh! Is it any better?! Is the sky
blue once again?

YLNATS
No. I can tell you right now that
our own timeline is royally fucked
for a few more thousand years at
the least.

ZOM
Aah, right.

YLNATS
Well Zom, time I go back to my
slow-room. You don't want me
keeling over here in another meager

(MORE)
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YLNATS (cont'd)
score of years or so when it could
be hundreds before the next
visitors. 

ZOM
Wait, before you go... About the
young Rowling who came in here...
 Was I ever really that Arrogent?

YLNATS stares at ZOM's lamp for a beat for emphesis. 

YLNATS

It is possible, O Great Zom.
Well I'm back off to my slow room.
Don't let the years drag on you too
badly old pal.

Stanly exits. 

Lights go down.

THE END.

----------------------------------------------------------
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